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games such as mario kart 8 and super mario bros have been around for a long time, and they have
often stayed loyal to their predecessors. the latest mario kart title, mario kart 8 , is a nostalgic title
that maintains the core gameplay of previous games. as far as i can tell, the great guns is the most
realistic simulation of artillery combat in a game. and that is a pretty big accomplishment. so many

games choose to ignore the topic, instead using its potential to create a flashy arcade-style shooting
game. the best thing the great guns does is to go all in on the realism, and that includes the small

details. everything from the muzzle flash to the way the shells move when they leave a barrel, to the
shell casings as they fall to the ground, and all the tiny details in between. if you are a fan of old

school rpgs, then you are probably already familiar with the series, final fantasy. and for those who
arent, well, i really cant say enough good things about it. the series was created when nintendo was

struggling to find a way to make the famicom a viable platform for games. the system was well
loved, but its not enough to make it a success. so what did square do? they created the iconic final

fantasy series, a series that would have a huge impact on the gaming industry. the genre of the
hunger games really should be well known. the movies were huge, as were the books. the games
have followed, with each generation more loyal to the source material. but i think the best thing

about the hunger games games is that they arent just imitations of the movie. the games take the
series in directions that no other games have before. the games themselves have been great, but

the hunger games: mockingjay part 1 and the hunger games: mockingjay part 2 are fantastic, heart
wrenching, and action packed. and if you love the movies, the games are an even better way to

experience the story.
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